Abstract. The results of new alignment technique for a telescope with the Epps-Shulte focus are presented. The technique is based on application of the synthesized holographic elements and IR interferometry.
Introduction
At present optical systems with photodetector arrays operating in the IR spectrum range [1] are widely used for the day-and-night monitoring of the outer space.
To develop telescopes with aperture more than 500 mm that operate in middle (3 -5 µm) or far (8 -14 µm) IR range it makes sense to use the Cassegrain arrangement with the undercorrected Epps-Shulte focus [2] and image transfer lens unit [3, 4] . The arrangement enables to design systems with aperture ratio 1:1 -1:4 with minimal dimensions and large (more than 1 angular degree) field of view. To have the minimal residual aberrations of higher orders of the whole system the aberrations of the double-mirror Cassegrain system are kept undercorrected specially and they are compensated by the transfer unit aberrations. At that the transfer unit rules out the necessity for a shade using and minimize the background light.
It should be noted that common technologies of assembly and alignment cannot be used for these telescopes. It is caused by the fact that the alignment of the double-mirror system in this telescope is difficult due to a large aberration point spread function in the Epps-Shulte focus and the lens transfer unit is made of materials opaque in the visible spectral region.
At present work the results of new alignment technique for a telescope with the Epps-Shulte focus are given. The technique is based on application of the synthesized holographic elements and IR interferometry [5] [6] .
Alignment Technique for Telescope
Main steps. Principal optical scheme of the Cassegrain telescope with the undercorrected EppsShulte focus is presented in Fig. 1 .
The calculations show that the image quality depends strongly on decentering of the primary parabolic and secondary hyperbolic mirrors. At that degradation of the image quality depends equally on decentering of both the primary parabolic and secondary hyperbolic mirrors. Cancellation of their decentering involves equal inclination and transverse displacement of these mirrors. At significant decentering, the cancellation is effective in the center of the image field only. Significant inclination of the image field, arising at that, results in considerable degradation of the image quality over the field. Analysis reveals that the most effective way to minimize the decentering of the primary and secondary mirrors is to use coannular holographic compensators arranged on a common flat substrate. At that the position of the optical axis of the system under adjustment is specified by a normal line in a common center of symmetry of two compensators for parabolic and hyperbolic surfaces of the mirrors. Alignment of the telescope includes two steps: 1 -alignment of the telescope double-mirror system; 2 -alignment of the image transfer unit position with regard to the double-mirror system.
Alignment of Double-Mirror System
Alignment principle. Alignment of the double-mirror system is performed in the visible range (λ=633 nm) through the use of a synthesized holographic optical element (SHOE), which consists of three axial synthesized holograms axially aligned at a common substrate and a point light source to illuminate the holograms. The alignment is performed according to the optical scheme given in Fig. 2 . The SHOE is placed between the mirrors of the optical system under alignment and the point light source is located between the SHOE and main mirror of the optical system. At that the SHOE is to be arranged so that its working surface, onto which the structures of AH-1, AH-2 and AH-3 are coated, is turned to the point light source and, respectively, to the primary mirror of the optical system.
Principle of alignment is based on the fact that the alignment hologram (AH-1) in combination with the primary mirror and alignment hologram (AH-3) in combination with the secondary mirror are to form the autocollimation images A 1 ′ and А 3 ′ correspondingly of the point light source A in the Epps-Shulte focal plane. At that the alignment holograms AH-1 and AH-3 are to be preliminary aligned with regard to the point light source A with the help of the third alignment hologram (AH-2). This hologram is to form an autocollimation image А 2 ′ of the point light source A in the EppsShulte focal plane too. In this connection all alignment holograms AH-1, AH-2 and AH-3 are calculated on condition that the distance between every of the three holograms and point light source is the same. In Fig. 1 the distance corresponds to leg а.
Legs d 1 , d 2 and а in the optical scheme of alignment (Fig. 2) are determined at the synthesis stage of the alignment hologram AH-1.
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Measurement Technology and Intelligent Instruments IX Fig. 2 . Optical block-scheme for alignment of double-mirror centered optical systems based on alignment holograms: 1 -primary mirror of the system; 2 -secondary mirror; А -point light source in the Epps-Shulte focal plane; SHOE -synthesized holographic optical element with alignment holograms AH-1, AH-2 and AH-3; S1 -reflective surface of primary mirror; S2 -reflective surface of secondary mirror; А' 1 , А' 2 and А' 3 -autocollimation images of point light source А, formed through the help of alignment holograms AH-1, AH-2 and AH-3 correspondingly; 4 -TwymanGreen interferometer consisting of: reference lens -3, beam splitter -5, flat reference mirror -6, laser radiation expander -7, He-Ne laser (λ = 633 nm) -8, digital photo camera -9; АM -autocollimation mirror
In its calculation the magnitude of parameter d of the optical scheme of the double-mirror system is taken into consideration. The parameter presents a distance between tops О 1 and О 2 of reflecting surfaces S1 and S2 of the primary and secondary mirrors of the system correspondingly. Thickness of the SHOE substrate d 2 is chosen minimum allowable. Distance d 1 between the back side of the SHOE substrate and top О 2 of the reflecting surface S2 of the secondary mirror is chosen minimum allowable reasoning from the attachment fitting design of the mirror. Leg а is chosen equal to s′ -d 1 -d 2 , where s′ is distance from top О 2 of the secondary mirror to the Epps-Shulte focal plane. Legs d 1 , d 2 and а are also used in calculation of alignment hologram AH-3. In calculation of AH-2 leg а is used only, in this connection it serves for alignment of other both hologram with regard to the point light source A.
Equations of parabolic surface of the primary mirror and hyperbolic surface of the secondary are used in calculation of alignment holograms AH-1 and AH-3.
Order of alignment procedures of optical system mirrors. Twyman-Green interferometer with a reference lens 3 at an object leg (Fig. 2) is used for the alignment procedures at this stage. Lens 3 serves to form the point light source А.
Lens 3 and the SHOE are assembled as a unit (LS) on an alignment table with linear and angular moving guides. When assembling the lens 3 is aligned with regard to the SHOE. Interference fringes located on a system of parallel straight lines in an interferogram of the alignment hologram AH-1 serves as a criterion of correct assembly of the unit (Fig. 3a) .
Unit LS in combination with the interferometer is installed in the operating position with regard to the main parabolic mirror. This procedure is performed with the help of the hologram AH-2. Straight fringes in interferogram of the main mirror with frequency and orientation close to those in Key Engineering Materials Vol. 437 331
interferogram of the hologram surface AH-1 (Fig. 3b) serve as a criterion of the correct installation. When installing the interferometer is aligned so that in the absence of the reference lens 3 a parallel beam at its output falls normally to the center of the SHOE surface.
Alignment of the secondary mirror is the final step. By moving and tilting the secondary mirror one should obtain the straight lines emergence in the interference field formed by the hologram AH-3. At that the unit LS and interferometer remain immovable. Alignment of the secondary mirror is made until the frequency and orientation of the straight lines coincide with those of the fringes in the areas formed by the AH-1 and AH-2 (Fig. 3c) .
Tolerance for the coincidence of the fringe frequency and orientation in different areas of the composite interferogram is determined by tolerances for the angular and linear decentering of the secondary and primary mirrors.
After the secondary mirror alignment the interferometer is aligned by the reference mirror to the minimal number of fringes in the SHOE inteferogram and alignment of the lens transfer unit position with regard to the double-mirror system begins.
Alignment of Lens Transfer Unit Position with Regard to Double-Mirror System
Alignment of the image transfer unit position is performed in an autocollimation scheme with an IR interferometer (Fig. 1 ).
An autocollimation mirror is placed at right angle to optical axis of the double-mirror system. Alignment of the autocollimation mirror is performed in optical scheme given in Fig. 2 . For that the SHOE is removed and the concentric interferometric fringes are to be obtained in the center of the interferogram through the help of the angular moving guides. Then the SHOE is replaced. The Twyman-Green interferometer with the СО 2 laser (λ =10,6 µm) is arranged instead of He-Ne laser (λ = 633 nm) (Fig. 1) . Arrangement of the interferometer along the axis of the double-mirror system is made by the autocollimation flare from the SHOE without the reference lens 3 in the interferometer. Then the SHOE is removed and the image transfer unit is placed into the fastener. Moving the image transfer unit and interferometer one should achieve the wavefront interferogram with deformations corresponding to the optical calculations (Fig. 4) . 
Summary
The technique described is used for large telescope alignment with a relative aperture 1:3,6. Its application provides the calculated image quality close the diffraction one.
